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Chapter 1. Simple Present Tense Pg# 4 
 
Exercise A 

1. Amna is my sister. 
2. Nazish is a tennis player. 
3. We are enjoying the party. 
4. I am watching TV. 
5. Saba and Zohaib are absent today. 
6. Some kids are very naughty. 

 
Exercise B 

1. Sonia plays in the park.  
2. I can hear the train coming. 
3. The baby loves to see his mother.  
4. The girls enjoy the party. 
5. He often comes to school late.  
6. Salma likes to draw cartoons. 

 
Exercise C 

1. Do I know you? 
2. Do you have a toy? 
3. Does she have a pen? 
4. Does he have a car? 
5. I do not like fish. 
6. She does not eat cereals. 

 
Exercise D 
We are making pictures out of leaves and twigs, which pupils are bringing from 
home. Amir is cutting out pictures of woodland animals from the old magazines 
that parents are donating. Shazia is using crepe paper to form a bark-like 
appearance on an old cardboard tube. It looks like an oak tree. 
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Chapter 2. Simple PresPast Tense Pg# 6 
 
Exercise A 
Last week Seema baked a cake for Rabia’s birthday party. Rabia wanted a 
strawberry cake with pink frosting. Seema was happy to bake the cake. First 
Seema mixed the ingredients in a big bowl. Next, she poured the cake batter into 
four round baking pans. She put the pans in the oven. Finally, she baked the cakes 
for 20 minutes.  
Then, Seema prepared the pink frosting. After the cake had cooled, Seema 
stacked them and covered them with frosting. Seema wrote Rabia’s name on 
top with white frosting.  
On Sunday Seema surprised Rabia with strawberry cake. Rabia loved her cake. 
Rabia had many gifts for her birthday. But Rabia said that cake was the best gift of 
all. 
 
Exercise B 

 Covered: I covered my car with the car cover to protect it from dust. 

 Wrote: My best friend wrote me a letter yesterday informing about his 
brother’s marriage. 

 Surprised: My parents surprised me by giving a laptop as the birthday gift. 

 Prepared: My brother prepared me for the final cricket match at my school. 
 
Exercise C 
(Note: correct verbs in bold) 

1. I did not know about your illness. 
2. One day, the lion saw a mouse. 
3. Mummy did not ask me about my paper yesterday. 
4. Did you meet our new class teacher? 
5. Tanya bought a new car last week. 
6. Did you enjoy the birthday party? 

 
Exercise D 

1. My dad crafted a boat. 
2. He mowed the grass. 
3. I watched television in the morning. 
4. Ali picked up his newspaper every day. 
5. I packed my bag. 
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6. Grandma baked the best of cookies. 
7. He painted the house. 
8. I opened my books every day. 

 
 

Chapter 3. Verbs Pg# 9 
 
Exercise A 
(Note: verbs are underlined) 
Anna is a good girl. She goes to school daily. She likes to play in the garden. She 
often visits her friend, Tania, who lives near her house. They do their homework 
together and enjoy each other’s company. 
 
Exercise B 
(Note: Bolds are subjects) 
 

1. Hira wrote an essay about her summer vacations. 
2. The energetic student dropped his pencil on the floor. 
3. Salman forgot his diary at home. 
4. Children were singing yesterday. 
5. Mr. Ali gave rewards to students. 
6. Hina and Sara ran on the field during the break time. 
7. On the way to lunch, students stopped at the canteen. 
 
 

Chapter 4. Noun Phrases Pg# 10 
 
Exercise A 

1. All the kids were sleeping. 
2. The boy in the blue jeans says he will do it. 
3. He bought her a beautiful red dress. 
4. Mom baked tasty chocolate cookies. 
5. Jumila was thinking about her friends back home. 
6. Will you talk with these rude people? 
7. You are a true hero. 
8. My dog is my best friend. 
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Chapter 5. Synonyms Pg# 11 
 
Exercise A 

1. toasty - chilly - cool - comfortable 
2. walk - crawl - stroll - run 
3. argue - dispute - confuse - disagree 
4. bravery - honesty - courage - winner 
5. cook - drink - chef - bake 
6. record - paint - draw - sketch 

 
 

Chapter 6. Antonyms Pg# 12 
 
Exercise A 

1. The worst movie I have ever seen is the Lion King. 
2. There is a crack in the wall over the window. 
3. My bedroom is usually very messy. 
4. The meeting was too long. 
5. The store will close at nine o’clock. 
6. Tim never finishes his homework right after school. 
7. The warm weather will return next week. 
8. That is the smallest watermelon I have ever seen. 
9. My uncle bought an old pickup truck. 
10. Come out and play with us. 

 
 

Chapter 6. Noun, Verb and Adjective Pg# 14 
 
Exercise A 
(Note: verbs are underline and nouns are bold) 
 
1. The pupils went to the picnic. 
2. Saima liked the birds in the zoo. 
3. She bought a picture of the cow. 
4. The children swam in the pool. 
5. They played cricket on the grass. 
6. Ramis ate an apple and drank some juice. 
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Exercise B 
(Note: adjectives are underline.) 
 

1. Mr. Jawad took his pupils to see the old museum. 
2. The movie was interesting. 
3. The boys swam in the clear blue water. 
4. They played an exciting game of football. 
5. The boys enjoyed delicious ice-cream. 
6. After the exhausting exams, the pupils felt tired. 

 
Exercise C 

1. Red, juicy, tasty, fresh 
2. Scary, huge 
3. Tall, thin, humble, intelligent (students will do) 
4. Spicy, hot, juicy 
5. Handsome, intelligent, generous 

 
Exercise D 

a. A green happy crocodile is relaxing 
b. A big elephant in playing with water 
c. A hungry lion is thinking about food 
d. A tall giraffe is looking at the sky 
e. An orange bird in flying 

 
 

Chapter 8. The ‘Homos’ Pg# 16 
 
Exercise A 

1. We watched an eagle soar through the sky. (soar, sore) 
2. Our class spent the whole day in the museum. (hole, whole) 
3. Everyone brought a piece of fruit to eat on the bus. (peace, piece) 
4. Saba plays the cymbals in the school band. (cymbals, symbols) 
5. We will be going to the beach on Saturday. (beach, beech) 

 
Exercise B 

1. By the age of two most children start talking. (two, too) 
2. This chair is made of wood. (would, wood) 
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3. In summer the Sun is high up in the sky. (Sun, son) 
4. Kids see the black bear in the zoo. (bear, bare) 
5. We are not reading aloud. (aloud, allowed) 
6. I saw a boy wearing red shirt. (i, eye) 
7. The green bird flew away from the cage. (flu, flew) 

 
Exercise C 

 Bear: an animal, to tolerate 

 Tear: fluid from eye, pull apart 

 Wind: breeze, out of breath 

 Tire: become fatigued, rubber covering placed round a wheel 

 Seem: look like, joint or junction 
 
 

Chapter 9. The ‘Question Words Pg# 19 
 
Exercise A 

1. Which was the lion crying? 
2. Who was the story teller? 
3. What did the cat do to see the mouse? 
4. When did your exams finish? 
5. Where was the event held? 
6. How did the thief manage to escape? 

 
 

Chapter 10. Adjectives & Adverbs  Pg# 20 
 
Exercise A 
(Note: bold are adjectives)  
 

1. The smart teacher wrote on the board quickly. 
2. He is an intelligent student who will learn the lesson eagerly. 
3. My beautiful Mom can handle the situation sensibly. 
4. The children played happily in the large playground. 
5. The shiny snake slithered silently across the sand. 
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Exercise B 
Adjectives: Smart, intelligent, beautiful, large, shiny 
Adverbs: quickly, eagerly, sensibly, happily, silently. 
 
 

Chapter 11. Present Continuous Tense   Pg# 21 
 
Exercise A 

1. I am eating chocolates. (eat) 
2. My friends are calling me. (call) 
3. I am not replying her. (reply) 
4. Mina and Bina are going to school. (go) 
5. The children are making noise. (make) 
6. She is not laughing. (laugh) 
7. Look! They are coming this way. (come) 
8. Am I telling lie? (tell) 
9. My little brother is crying. (cry) 
10. Is he learning English? (learn) 

 
Exercise B 

1. The man (am, is, are) wearing a cap.  
2. Birds (am, is, are) not sitting on treetops.  
3. We (am, is, are) learning grammar.  
4. (Am, Is, Are) you listening to me?  
5. A kite (am, is, are) flying high up in the sky.  

 
 

Chapter 12. Collective Noun   Pg# 22 
Exercise A 

1. Crew 
2. Pack 
3. Choir 
4. Bouquet 
5. Nest 
6. An Army 
7. Flock 
8. Bunch 
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Chapter 13. Past Continuous Tense   Pg# 23 
 
Exercise A 

1. I was driving to the mall when the accident happened. (drive) 
2. Nazia and Hassan were eating sandwiches. (eat) 
3. You were not listening carefully. (listen) 
4. Were you asking me something? (ask) 
5. Ali was thinking of joining a golf club, but he changed his mind. (think) 

 
Exercise B 

1. I saw (see) you when you were driving (drive) your car. 
2. When we were watching (watch) a movie a light bulb exploded (explode). 
3. When we called (call) Lubna, she was talking (talk) to her brother. 
9. My phone rang (ring) when I was taking (take) a shower. 
 

 

Chapter 14. Similes and Metaphors Pg# 24 
 
Exercise A 

1. As hot as Fire 
2. It’s soft like Cotton 
3. As dark as Night 
4. As sharp as Knife 
5. To walk like a Soldier 
6. As white as Snow 

 
Exercise B 

1. Simile 
2. Simile 
3. Metaphor 
4. Metaphor 
5. Simile 
6. Metaphor 
7. Metaphor 
7. Simile 
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Exercise C 
1. Ali is an angle. 
2. My room is a hot oven. 
3. The table is a heavy rock. 
4. The baby is a flower. 
10. The clouds on the sky are floating cotton balls. 

 
 

Chapter 15. Past Simple and Past Continuous Tens Pg# 26 
 
Exercise A 
a) What (you, do) you were doing when the accident occurred? 
b) I (try) tried to change a light bulb that had burnt out. 
c) The doctor (say) said that Tom (be) was too sick to go to work and that he 

(need) needed to stay at home for a couple of days. 
d) Asfandyar (arrive) arrived at Saman’s house a little before 9:00 PM, but she 

(be, not) was not there. She (study) was studying at the library for her final 
examination of Urdu. 
 
 

Chapter 16. Suffixes  Pg# 27 
 
Exercise A 
dictation dangerous competition fusion function awesome wonderful serious 
accidentally excitement 
 
Exercise B 

1. Jafar slowly walked (ed, ing) down the street, hopeful (ed, ful) of finding the 
keys he so carefully (full, less) lost. 

2. Although Shama was the fastest ( est, er) runner in the class, she was far 
younger (er, est) than the others. 

3. Sonia’s room was the untidiest (est, er) I have never seen but she is always 
very careful (less, ful) with her appearance. 

4. Mom always recycled (ed, ing) wrapping after she packed (ed, ing) away the 
groceries (s, es). 

5. The shops (s, es) on this street were oldest (er, est) in town. They all 
needed (ed, ing) careful (less, ful) cleaning and painting. 
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Chapter 17. Pronouns  Pg# 28 
 
Exercise A 

1. They 
2. They 
3. She 
4. We 
5. It 
6. They 
7. We 
8. They 
9. That 

 
 

Chapter 18. Compound Noun  Pg# 29 
 
Exercise A 

1. Haircut 
2. Firestation 
3. Homework 
4. Basketball 

 
Exercise B 

1. Overcoat 
2. Doorbell 
3. Butterfly 
4. Pancakes 
5. Sunshine 
6. Lunch box 
7. Sunrise 
8. Waterbottle 
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Chapter 19. Compound Adjective Pg# 30 
 
Exercise A 

1. Four-foot 
2. Part-time 
3. Green-eyed 
4. Well-behaved 
5. Open-minded 

 
Exercise B 

1. Ten-year-old 
2. Terribly-cold 
3. Level-headed 

 
 

Chapter 20. Future Tense Pg# 31 
 
Exercise A 

1. Will be 
2. Will get 
3. Will buy 
4. Will envy 
5. Will meet 

 
Exercise B 

1. Will go 
2. Will write 
3. Will become 
4. Will be having 
5. Will be doing 

 
 

Chapter 21. Masculine and Feminine Nouns Pg# 32 
 
Exercise A 
Masculine: boy, father, duke, nephew 
Feminine: poetess, niece, spinster, queen, witch, peahen 
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Common: book, pen, sugar, lake, 
Neuter: sibling, baby, cousin, baker, spouse, doctor, parent 
 

Chapter 22. Plural Nouns Pg# 34 
 
Exercise A 
hat – hats      hill – hills  
tree – trees     rock – rocks  
bed – beds     pencil – pencils  
car – cars     shoe – shoes  
dog – dogs    pen – pens  
 
Exercise B 
Beds 
Shoes and socks 
Cats and dogs 
Pens and pencils 
 
Exercise C 
Cactus – cacti 
Focus – foci 
Fungus – fungi 
Nucleus – nuclei 
Syllabus – syllabi / syllabuses 
Analysis – analyses 
Diagnosis – diagnoses  
Oasis – oases  
 
 

Chapter 23. Past, Present or Future Pg# 37 
Exercise A 
1. Present 
2. Past 
3. Future 
4. Present 
5. Past  
6. Future 
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Exercise B 
 
Yesterday 

 Yesterday I did my homework 

 I did go to school yesterday. 
 
Everyday 

 I do clean my room every day. 

 I do take bath every day. 
 

In your summer vacations 

 I will go to picnic with my family in summer vacations 

 I will join a summer camp in my summer vacations. 
 
 

Chapter 24 Changing Nouns to Adjectives Pg# 38 
 
Exercise A 
Hairy    windy    sleepy 
Noisy    watery   dusty 
Sticky    cloudy   dirty 
 
Exercise B 
1. Youthful 
2. Logically 
3. Beautiful 
4. Elderly 
5. Costly 
6. Intelligent 
7. Academically  
8. Rainy  
 
 

Chapter 25 Prepositions Pg# 39 
 
Exercise A 
1.  The princess lives in the castle. 
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2.  I bought some milk from the grocery store.  

3.  My sister sat with my mom in the bus.  

4.  When we got ready for dinner, I had to take my books off the table.  

5.  We took a trip to town last week.  

6.  My dad always drinks a glass of milk before bed. 

7.  The thing I enjoy most about the holidays is playing with my cousins.  

8.  Next year I will be old enough to walk to school by myself. 

9.  Please leave your shoes by the door when you come in.  

10. Our dog ran out to the yard by the fence. 

 

Chapter 26 Prefix and Root Words Pg# 40 
 

Exercise A 
disagree 

illegal  

inactive 

preview 

expert 

important 

misbehave 

unaired  

 

Chapter 27 Modal Pg# 41 
 

Exercise A 

should – advice  

will – future tense 

may – possibility 
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can – permission 

must – obligation 

 

 

Exercise B 

You must not light a fire in the park. 

1. You cannot do fishing in the park. 
2. You will not camp in the park. 
3. You must not litter in the park. 
4. You may not feed monkeys in the park. 
5. You should not pick flowers in the park. 

 

Exercise C 

1. __ 
2. Yasir’s father must not smoke cigarette every day. 

He should try to do some exercise daily to remain fit. 
He shall try to quit smoking. 

3. Mona must study 2 hours daily. 
She should not to play too much game. 
She can read some good books to improve her English. 

4. Nomi must wait for his turn patiently, while in a queue. 
He should learn good manners. 
He might get punishment for pushing other children. 

5. Yasir shall try to give more time to his grandmother. 
He must take good care of her grandmother. 
He ought to stay at home most of the time. 
 

Chapter 28 Connectors Pg# 43 
 

Exercise  A 

 We tried really hard but did not win. 

 I might go by train or bus. 

 She likes the watch but has no money to buy it. 
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 Irfan was tall and handsome. 

 Do your homework or you will not watch TV tonight. 

 Ahmed drew a horse as carefully as he could but it looked like a donkey. 

 The lamp was switched off and Lubna was soon asleep. 

 

Exercise  B.      

Write 4 sentences about “your Self”. 

        Use “but” or “and” in your sentences. 

 I am tall and thin. 

 I like to eat vegetables but not turnip. 

 I love to read books and watch movies. 

 I like to go to the beach for picnic but I am afraid of the sea. 

 

 

Chapter 29 Punctuations Pg# 45 
 

Exercise  A 

Once upon a time there lived a small dog. He liked to eat things that he should 
not. One day he came across a story and ate all the full stops and capital letters 
class 3 came to the rescue and saved the day.  

 

Exercise  B 

1. Our school play will begin at 8:45 p.m. 
2. Baseball practice is over every afternoon at 4:30. 
3. I watched the news at 11:30 last night, and I was tired all day. 
4. Alia woke up at 2:17 this morning, but she fell back asleep. 
5. The pizza is supposed to be delivered by 5:10 p.m. 

 

Exercise  C.  Make five sentences using exclamation marks. 

1. Someone stole Ali’s pencil and he became very angry! 
2. He shouted Hurrah! when Nomi wins the football match. 
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3. The cat kept saying meow! loudly and he couldn't sleep. 
4. Traffic Policemen shows “Stop!” Signal to cars coming from wrong side. 
5. Oh! That is a beautiful dress, Alina exclaimed. 

 

Exercise  D:  Put the quotation marks in the following sentences wherever they 
are needed. 

1.  Mary is trying working hard in school this semester, her father said.  

2.  No! The taxi driver said curtly, I cannot get you to the airport in fifteen       
minutes. 

3.  She asked, is Time a magazine you read regularly? 

4.  When did Ramsha say, we have nothing to fear but fear itself? 

5.  Certainly! Mr. Moin said, I shall explain the whole situation to him. I know that 
he will understand. 

 

Exercise  E 

b)   She jumped from a two-story building. 

b)   The cancellation of the show was a real let-down. 

b)   You must let-down your guard. 

a)   You certainly have a down-to-earth nature. 

b)   What a cute little bird she has! 

 

Chapter 30 Comprehension Pg# 49 
 

Exercise A 

1(d) David heard the noise coming from Adam’s closet. 

2(c) Catch the creature in the closet. 

3(d) fable 
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Exercise B 

Apricot was in closet, it was their pet cat. 

 

Exercise C 

 Helpful, because he helps his brother to see inside the closet. 

 Fearless, because he was not afraid the sounds coming from the closet. 

 Wise, because he used a good technique to catch the cat. 

 

Exercise D 

Characters: 

 Adam: younger brother 

 David: elder brother 

 Apricot: their pet cat 

Setting: 

 In Adams’s home at night 

Problem: 

 Adam’s problem was the sound which was coming from the closet. 

Solution: 

 Problem was solved by David and finally they found that their pet cat 
“Apricot” was making that sound. 

Personal Opinion: 

 I liked and enjoyed the story as there was suspense & the story was based 
on reality. 

 

Chapter 31 Composition Pg# 52 
 
My favourite clothes: 
My favourite clothes are Jeans and T-Shirt. I like these clothes because I 
feel comfortable and relax in them. I can wear these clothes anywhere. 
I can wear Jeans and T-Shirt for almost every occasion. These clothes 
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are easily available in the market and have many varieties. I look smart 
in these clothes and these are the reasons because of which Jeans and 
T-Shirt are my favourite clothes. 
 
My favourite teacher: 
My favourite teacher is _______________. I like her/him because 
he/she loves children. He/She never gets too angry and never beat the 
students. My favourite teacher has best teaching skills and children 
enjoy learning from him/her. My teacher always remains in a good 
mood and also plays with us in free times. I give a lot of respect to my 
favourite teacher. 


